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As the third year first semester tutorial assignment, this 
project is a water infrastructure related site for cultural 
production. Fundamental to our civilisation, infrastructure 
is integrated into the background of our modern daily 
lives, specifically for water, which is essential to sustaining 
human and non-human life as well as sustaining a civil and 
healthy society culture. Based on this, this project focuses 
on the relationship between human-everyday experience in 

architecture and water infrastructure.
The beginning point focuses on boundaries, and I collect and 
analysed various boundaries including moving, hard and 
soft. The design related to boundary not only deepened my 
thinking about the relationship between architecture and 
context, but also showed a new possibility: through media 
including reflection, skylight and so on, the boundary became 

part of the experience in architecture.
Meanwhile, in order to respond to the context and cover 
the whole site better, I also designed different ways to reach 
individual buildings, and the seasonal variation of the site was 

also taken into consideration.
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I discovered different types of boundaries during the field trip: moving, soft and hard boundaries. 
-Moving boundary refers to the reflection of water and kaleidoscopic image it presents. 
-Soft boundary refers to texture and material change in natural stuff. It is smooth and continuous.
-Hard boundary refers to man-made structures, for instance, fence, dam, gate and so on.

Mikhail Bakhtin: Man lives on border.

Moving                    ~                     Soft                      ~                   Hard

Taking adavantage of the moving boundary, the architec-
ture aims to create a virtual image where the reflection 
is formed as a vernacular architecture, remembering the 
lost Mardale village.

-Mardale Green disappeared cause the Mardale Valley was flooded to make way for the 
Haweswater Reservoir. Farm buildings, pubs and even a church and its graveyard were 
dismantled stone by stone.
-While with the decrease of rainwater since 1960, the small Cumbrian village of 
Mardale Green is rising from its watery grave. 
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The design related to boundary showed a new possibility: through media including reflection, skylight 
and so on, the boundary became part of the experience in architecture.

new stories: memories hidden in flow

new stories: inspiration from context

Context Research | A story: Mardale Green Village





When water level is up, people ship to buildings. When weather gets warmer, the demountable 
structure makes building more open.

When water level is down, the underwater stone road 
appears, providing different views and experience.

The demountable structure can also be moved 
down to create new functional space.
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-  The design related to boundary not only active the relationship between architecture   
    and context, but also showed a new possibility: through media including reflection, 

    skylight and so on, the boundary became part of the experience in architecture.


